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Abstract: Iris segmentation under visible wavelengths (VWs) is a vital processing step for iris recog-
nition systems operating at-a-distance or in non-cooperative environments. In these scenarios the
presence of various artefacts, e.g. occlusions or specular reflections, as well as out-of-focus blur
represents a significant challenge. The vast majority of proposed iris segmentation algorithms under
VW aim at discriminating the iris and non-iris regions without taking into account the variability that
is present in the non-iris region. In this paper, we introduce the idea of segmenting the iris region us-
ing a multi-class approach which differentiates additional classes, e.g. pupil or sclera, as opposed to
commonly employed bi-class approaches (iris and non-iris). Experimental results conducted on two
publicly available databases show that the use of the proposed multi-class approach improves the
iris segmentation accuracy. Simultaneously, it also allows for the segmentation of different non-iris
regions, e.g. glasses, which could be employed in further application scenarios.
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1 Introduction
More than 20 years after the first iris recognition algorithm was developed by Daugman
[Da93], iris biometrics remains an active and rapidly growing field of research. Among
others, iris recognition based on visible wavelength (VW) images represents one major
challenge. Independent tests [Ph08, Gr12] have confirmed remarkable recognition accu-
racy for iris recognition for good quality near-infrared (NIR) images. If captured properly,
VW iris images might exhibit a similar level of detail within the iris texture, while in gen-
eral the amount of available information is expected to be less [Pr16]. For instance, within
VW iris images possible artefacts, such as specular reflections or shadows, are more pro-
nounced, which generally leads to an increased intra-class variation. The segmentation of
the iris involves a detection of inner and outer iris boundaries, a detection of eyelids, an
exclusion of eyelashes as well as contact lense rings, and a scrubbing of specular reflec-
tions [Da04]. Accurate segmentation of the iris region in VW images represents one of the
most critical tasks, since errors in the pre-processing stage significantly impact recognition
accuracy [PA10].

In the first part of the Noisy Iris Challenge Evaluation (NICE.I) [PA12] optimised ver-
sions of the integrodifferential operator proposed by Daugman, e.g. [THS10, Sa10], were
among the best-ranked approaches. More recent works demonstrated that a pixel-wise
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classification of iris and non-iris regions based on machine learning concepts further im-
proves segmentation accuracy [Li16]. Among iris segmentation methods reported in the
literature, the ones based on Fully Convolutional Networks (FCNs) have achieved the best
results [Li16, JU17]. Jalilian and Uhl [JU17] explored three FCNs, which presented prob-
lems when dealing with less constrained iris images such as off-angle images recorded
from various distances with different types of occlusions (including glasses). The main
limitation of these methods is that they only take into account the pixel-wise prediction
of iris and non-iris regions. Similarly, Liu et al. [Li16] depicted several image examples,
e.g. images from dark skinned subjects or images not containing eyes, for which their pro-
posed method revealed poor results. According to the authors, those results were due to
limited training samples with these characteristics in the NICE.I dataset. To address these
problems, a semantic segmentation algorithm for segmenting the iris region was firstly
introduced in [ORMGGL17]. In this work, the HMRF-PyrSeg algorithm [ORMGGL17],
which was trained on 53 manually annotated eye images taken from the training set of the
NICE.I database, was used to segment eye regions. Although experimental results did not
improve over state-of-the-art segmentation methods, authors pointed out that the multi-
class segmentation idea was a promising path for VW iris recognition.

In this context, the main contributions of this paper are: (1) an exploration of the hypothesis
that VW iris segmentation based on a multi-class approach outperforms the common bi-
class approach in terms of segmentation accuracy (iris and non-iris), applying knowledge
transfer over two FCNs proposed for general semantic image segmentation; (2) a particular
improvement of segmentation results for the aforementioned challenging types of VW
iris images by using an increased number of semantic segmentation classes; (3) a new
annotated database for semantic segmentation of VW iris images, which contains a total
number of 10 semantic classes.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in Sect. 2 semantic segmentation for
iris segmentation is introduced. Sect. 3 describes the annotated multi-class database for
iris segmenation. The experimental evaluation showing our results and a comparison with
other state-of-the-art methods is presented in Sect. 4. Finally, conclusions and future work
are summarized in Sect. 5.

2 Semantic segmentation for iris region localization
Semantic segmentation aims at assigning each pixel within an image to a pre-defined ob-
ject class. In this work, the principle of semantic segmentation is applied for iris segmen-
tation, i.e. pixels of iris images are assigned to diverse pre-defined classes, e.g. iris, pupil
or sclera. For this purpose pre-trained FCNs are adapted via transfer learning. Transfer
learning is the process of learning from a new tasks through the transfer of knowledge
from a related task that has already been learned. This process can be classified into in-
ductive learning or reinforcement learning [TS09]. In this work, inductive learning over
two FCNs for segmenting several eye regions in multi-class approaches are introduced.
Specifically, we select two FCNs for semantic segmentation3, i.e. fcn8s-at-once and
fcn-alexnet which were fine-tuned from the pre-trained VGG-16 [SZ14] and AlexNet

3 FCNs for Semantic Segmentation: https://github.com/shelhamer/fcn.berkeleyvision.org
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Tab. 1: Semantic classes in iris images used for VW iris segmentation
Nr. Semantic class Colour Nr. Semantic class Colour
1 iris 6 eyebrows
2 pupil 7 periocular skin
3 specular reflections 8 hair
4 sclera 9 glasses frames
5 eyelids / eyelashes 10 background

Fig. 1: Examples of iris images and their manual annotations

[KSH12] models, respectively. Both have been trained for general image segmentation of
the PASCAL VOC database. The fine-tuning process aims at selecting the most promising
hypothesis space which allows to adjust a target knowledge (i.e. eye segmentation) from a
source knowledge (i.e. general image segmentation).

The main motivation of using semantic segmentation for iris segmentation is that the intro-
duction of more semantic information is expected to prevent false positive classifications
of non-iris pixels, i.e. due to semantic constraints robustness can be improved. Further, it
is interesting to explore the learning capabilities of features all at once in different scales
for bi-class and multi-class iris segmentation.

3 Pixel-wise annotated database
To obtain a ground truth for training classifiers using the semantic classes present in eye
images, we manually annotated a training set of 500 eyes images from the NICE.I [Pr10]
database. These annotations were built at pixel level4, i.e. each pixel is annotated with
its corresponding class number. Images were annotated with a maximum number of 10
different semantic classes listed in Tab. 1. To achieve comparability of segmentation ac-
curacies, the annotated database5 builds upon the bi-class ground truth iris segmentation
masks available for the NICE.I database6. Classes were selected with the aim of obtaining
the maximum semantic information which describes the different regions of an eye image.
Examples of manual annotations can be seen in Fig. 1.

4 Experimental results
4.1 Experimental protocol

Five different class combinations were analysed to find the best subset of labelled classes
for representing an eye image and, hence, increasing the inter-class variability as well as
decreasing the intra-class variability of the iris region and the remaining non-iris regions.

4 Object Labeling Tool: http://dhoiem.cs.illinois.edu/software/
5 Multi-class iris segmentation ground truth: https://dasec.h-da.de/research/biometrics/MCIS/
6 NICE.I iris segmentation ground truth: http://nice1.di.ubi.pt/
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Tab. 2: Summary of different multi-class combinations used for semantic iris segmentation

Combination Semantic classes Combination Semantic classes
2-classes (bi-class) iris, non-iris 4-classes-b iris, pupil, sclera, non-iris
3-classes iris, pupil, non-iris 5-classes iris, pupil, sclera, specular reflections, non-iris
4-classes-a iris, pupil, specular reflections, non-iris 10-classes all defined semantic classes

Tab. 2 lists all analysed combinations. The 2-classes combination represents the common
bi-class approach. The 3-classes combination aims at analysing the discriminative capa-
bility of the pupil w.r.t. the remaining non-iris classes. Further, two variants of 4-classes
combinations were built in order to investigate the impact of the specular reflections and
sclera classes, respectively, while the 5-classes combination combines both of the latter
classes with iris and pupil. Finally, all annotated classes are combined in the 10-classes
combination.

Proposed methods are evaluated on two well-known databases, i.e. NICE.I and MobBIO.
The NICE.I database is a subset of the UBIRIS v2 database [Pr10], whose images were
acquired under non-ideal and non-cooperative conditions including images at-a-distance
and on-the-move. It consists of 500 eye images for training and 445 eye images for testing.
NICE.I images present problems of occlusions, specular reflections, off-angle and out-of-
focus blur. The MobBIO multi-modal database [Se14] comprises 800 eye images, which
were used for testing. MobBIO images were captured in two different lighting conditions,
with variable eye orientations and occlusion levels. This database provides manual anno-
tations for every image of both the limbic and pupillary contours.

As evaluation metric we consider the E1 evaluation measure proposed by the NICE.I pro-
tocol. This metric estimates the proportion of correspondent disagreeing pixels:

E1 =
1

N ∗m∗n ∑
i, j∈(m,n)

G(i, j)⊕M(i, j), (1)

where N, m, n are the number, length and width of test images, respectively. G and M are
the ground truth and the generated iris mask respectively, and i, j are coordinates in pixels
of G and M. The symbol⊕ represents the XOR operation to assess the mismatching pixels
between G and M. To apply this metric for the proposed multi-class iris segmentation
approaches all iris pixels are set to 1 and all pixels of non-iris classes are set to 0 after
semantic segmentation. The resulting E1 error values are in the range [0,1].

As aforementioned, two FCNs were selected for evaluating the proposed approach. The
implementations of fcn-alexnet and fcn8s-atonce architectures are based on Caffe
[Ji14]. Different hyper-parameters were taken from [LSD15] and intermediate upsampling
layers were initialized by a bilinear interpolation. The output number of each model was
fixed according to the employed combination of classes.

4.2 Results and discussion

Tab. 3 lists E1 segmentation errors for the proposed multi-class segmentation approaches
on the NICE.I and the MobBIO database. Compared to the commonly employed 2-classes
approach, most of the defined multi-class combinations achieved improved segmentation
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Tab. 3: E1 segmentation errors of proposed multi-class approaches on NICE.I and Mob-
BIO (best results for each model on each database are marked bold)

FCN model Combination E1(%) FCN model Combination E1(%)

NICE.I MobBIO NICE.I MobBIO

fcn-alexnet

2-classes 1.69 3.61

fcn8s-atonce

2-classes 1.24 2.59
3-classes 1.52 3.19 3-classes 1.15 2.51
4-clasess-a 1.51 3.58 4-classes-a 1.18 2.70
4-classes-b 1.54 3.85 4-classes-b 1.16 2.52
5-classes 1.53 3.58 5-classes 1.16 2.46
10-classes 1.58 3.61 10-classes 1.13 2.50

Fig. 2: Two examples of original images from the MobBIO database, segmentation masks
obtained by the 4-classes-a combination (fcn8s-atonce model) and the available ground
truth of iris and non-iris regions

errors by increasing the number of semantic classes for fcn8s-atonce and fcn-alexnet
on both databases. Segmentation errors of multi-class combinations reported by fcn8s-atonce
on NICE.I always decrease w.r.t. the bi-class combination, when the number of classes in
the combination increases, while the fcn-alexnet segmentation errors were very similar
and did not show an improvement. We believe that higher segmentation errors reported by
fcn-alexnet result from the smaller architecture of the network and because it performs
a very wide interpolation (32-pixels) in the up-sampling process, thereby causing that only
higher level features such as lines and boundaries are learned. Due to these reasons, the
10-classes combination on fcn-alexnet showed the worst E1 segmentation result w.r.t.
the other multi-class combinations.

The inclusion of the pupil class in the 3-classes combination allowed keeping the spa-
tial relation of the learned features for every class, thus achieving a better separability
between the iris, pupil and the rest of the non-iris classes. Hence, we can conclude that,
among all the defined classes, the introduction of the pupil class can be expected to reveal
the highest impact on iris segmentation. On the other hand, fcn8s-atonce reported bet-
ter segmentation errors for almost all our multi-class approaches than the one shown by
the 2-classes combination on MobBIO database. Specifically, the 4-classes-a combination
showed worse results than the bi-class one. It is important to note, that the available iris
and non-iris ground truth masks of the MobBIO database contain errors since they do not
take into account the specular reflections. Based on that fact, we believe that the higher
segmentation error reported by 4-classes-a combination results from this limitation. Fig. 2
shows two examples, in which the MobBIO ground truth masks provided in [Ho14] do not
take into account specular reflection from an eye image while our 4-classes-a combination
(iris, pupil, specular reflection and non-iris) does.

Finally, experimental results obtained by fcn8s-atonce showed that sclera regions have
a greater impact than specular reflection when four classes are used. In this case, we think
that this result is given by the fact that specular reflections can have random appearance in
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Tab. 4: Proposed method (fcn8s-atonce 10-classes) vs. state-of-the-art on NICE.I

Segmentation method E1(%) Segmentation method E1(%)

Liu et al. [Li16] 0.90 Tan and Kumar [TK13] 1.90
Zhao and Kumar [ZK15] 1.21 Osorio et al. [ORMGGL17] 2.38
Tan et al. [THS10] 1.31 Proposed method 1.13

Fig. 3: Examples of E1 segmentation errors; from left to right: original image, ground
truth, 2-classes, 3-classes and 10-classes segmentation

an eye image, while the sclera region is present in most eye images, and it has a consistent
and stable appearance in all cases. In order to evaluate our results against others reported
in the literature, we performed a comparison between our proposal and state-of-the-art
segmentation methods on the NICE.I database, see Tab. 4.

As can be observed from Tab. 4, our multi-class approach outperforms most state-of-the-
art segmentation methods. Specifically, the system of [Li16] is the only iris segmentation
algorithm which achieved better results on the NICE.I dataset compared to our multi-class
proposal. To the best of our knowledge, the segmentation algorithm proposed is [Li16] is
the best bi-class segmentation algorithm whose E1 error was below 1.0%.

4.3 Refinement with 10-classes combination

While several multi-class combinations showed good results, some of them, e.g. 3-classes,
4-classes and 5-classes combinations, could not obtain an appropriate iris segmentation on
eye images having the following conditions: eye images at-a-distance, with dark skin, and
eye images that do not contain iris regions. In Fig. 3, we show three different examples (one
per row) of such cases, that were successfully overcome with our 10-classes combination.

Note that, for the depicted images the proposed 10-classes combination outperforms [Li16]
by 5.74, 0.89 and 3.54 percent points, respectively. In particular for the bottom image
which does not comprise an iris the 10-classes combination obtains a correct iris segmen-
tation.
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5 Conclusion

In this paper, we explore the idea of segmenting the iris region under VW using a multi-
class approach to improve the common bi-class one. A database of semantic segmentation
labels of eye images, which contains 10 semantic classes was presented. Experimental
results showed that for iris segmentation employing the information of the different se-
mantic classes present in an eye image (by means of a FCN) is better than iris and non-iris
segmentation. In addition, critical cases of misslocalization, such as eye images that do
not contain an iris or dark skin images, can be correctly classified when the number of
classes in an eye image is increased to 10 semantic classes. In addition, experimental re-
sults showed that specular reflections do not contain relevant semantic information with
respect to other classes that compose an eye image. Finally, the proposed approach could
be employed to detect glasses in VW iris images which have been shown to degrade bio-
metric performance.
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